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About This Game

Life is Hard is a godsim town simulator game. It contains classic strategy games mechanics, referring to such diamonds as
Stronghold and Settlers, combining them with survival and RPG elements in aim to create unique game experience.

Game concept

Your main aim here is to manage your town. Start with a small village with just 4 settlers and turn it into a prosper town with
beautiful buildings, crowded markets and strong walls. Expand your domain, prevent famine and pestilence, make war, trade

with other settlements, attract new people, craft armor and weapons. Make history!
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Godsim element

Start the path by choosing your patron - one of six ancient gods. Every one of them provides unique magic spells and a hero to
help your reign. Would you use Light spells to heal your soldiers or is it more fun to raise your enemies as obedient undead

soldiers with help of the God of Darkness? It's up to you to deside! But be careful - if you don't appease your god he will call
his wrath upon your settlement!

Storyline

Protect your settlers from Tenebris the Necromancer and find out what happened to these lands. Free yourself from the yoke of
the Northern Kingdom. Or is it better to become their loyal vassal? Make you choice, but remember - every medal has its

reverse.

Hard and challenging, because Life is Hard

Whatever you choose, your path won’t be easy. You'll have to start over and over again, trying many different playing styles,
before finding your own way to survive in this unfriendly world. With every failure you'll get a little bit closer to success.

Every attempt is unique
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Your settlers have personal traits and skills, so your settlements will never be the same. Drunkard miners and chatterbox
woodcutters will make the game even more fun!

Beautiful soundtrack and professional voiceover

An original soundtrack with more than 10 themes by Vitaliy Ruzankin awaits you in Life is Hard along with a voiceover in two
languages (English and Russian) done by professional actors.

We're here to help!

Feel free to share your opinion about our game. As Life is Hard is still in Early Access, we're always open to new ideas and
comments!
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Title: Life is Hard
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Pirozhok Studio, Vitaliy Ruzankin
Publisher:
Pirozhok Studio
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 with Service Pack 1, 64-bit installation

Processor: 32 or 64-bit, with clock frequency higher than 1.6GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: with memory size larger than 2 GB and DirectX® 10/OpenGL 3.0 support

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Сompatible with DirectX® sound card (if you want to play with sounds)

Additional Notes: 64-bit system configuration, last graphic drivers.

English,Russian
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Definetly not Vigil: Blood Bitterness! The most stupid and worst graphic game of all the stupid games of steam! It is not like
terraria or minecraft or any of those other games with bad graphics, it is just not a good game overall! Do not recommend!. k it
would be this kinda game
P.S do not buy. I just wanna say
GOOD GAME!!!
KEEP UPDATE!!
ALWAYS LOVE!!. Very fun and keeps you playing hours on end it's that great of a game ,and also it has very good graphics.
The game itself plays rather well the animation is smooth the game play is fast but it falls short when it comes to trying to get a
controller to run at all, it fails to recognize bot Xbox and PS3\/4 controllers properly and the default programming appears to
have the crouch stuck at all times which makes the game rather frustrating to play overall, if you can stand to play the fighter
with a keyboard its a great game but I personally cant put in the effort to download an outside app in order to play with a
peripheral. i own over 350 games on steam and i have never took the time to write a review on a game. this game is just so great
that i had to give it praise. if you liked the zeldas for nes then you will love this game. i havent put in alot of hours yet because i
just got it. but it is turning out to be my favorite game in my inventory. so i hope people play it its worth the money in my book
for sure. i wish i had 100 more games just like it.. My goodness this game is simply stunning. The visual style speaks for itself;
if you're interested in this almost sort of Native American or tribal white-on-black starkness, you know this game is for you
already and you should play it. The mechanics feel just like they should and there's only one annoying bit where left and right
get reversed (I raged a little bit). The music is great but they are fixed songs on loops, not responsive to your actions or the
progression of the level as in 140 for example. Still, excellent compositions that fit the game's mood perfectly.

I'll use this space to recommend a few similar things that are adjacently awesome:

140 is a game by one of the Playdead guys that has a similarly stark art style but with a simply amazing synthesizer
soundtrack.

ibb & obb has a similar sense of reversable momentum, except designed around co-op and with the exact opposite color
palatte (which is to say, lots of colors and gradients)

PixelJunk Eden is a similarly bouncy platformer with tons of vector-based graphics on stark color palattes

Absolute Drift if you want a stark game but with drifty car mechanics for some reason
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Great game to play! :D. I just bought it, played the first planet and it's awesome. Love the 80s soundtrack. The game gives you
the feeling that you are doing something awesome. It makes fun and gives you anger, but good anger that let's you enjoy your
success even more. Feelings I remember from playing Super Meat Boy.. I really liked this game. Not sure what all the negative
reviews where about.

I would say "it is what it is" because of the nudity and obvious reason why I and everyone else bought it. But on it's own merit,
it's really a good game. Not the longest game, but plenty of entertainment. The battles where actually challenging towards the
end, most of the characters where charming and likable, exploration was definitely rewarded.. Thumbs up.

I will say, the main character (the one you play as) is a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Perhaps a little more than
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 But, considering hypergamy, he is exactly what he has to be for any of the girls
liking him to make sense. I hate to say it, but if he was a nice guy, it would be immersion breaking. I died a little typing that. But
it's the truth.

Another note. I was hoping that there would be possible harem ending. There might be, but I'm having a hard time finding out.
The process of earning love and obedience points from the girls is grueling (like real life, lol). If you spend your MP charming
them, you get p0wned in fights. If you use your MP to survive the fights, the girls hate your guts. Items to serve as social
lubricant are scarce at best. The formula for wooing them requires a doctorate in mathematics. (Not really, and devs - please
don't stop using advanced metrics like this, they're wicked cool!) Really, about the only way to get one naked or get anywhere
with them is to pick one for each play through, give her all the items and attention, and cross your fingers.

Oh, and SAVE FREQUENTLY!! Like before entering EVERY room. You'll run over an event trigger or click on something
and you'll be forced to make a choice that has no takesies backsies option. Also, *spoiler alert* don't waste precious resources
on the girl with the biggest boobs in the beginning of the game. She dies. I about rage quit on her, lol.

All in all, I give this game 9\/10. Graded on a curve for it being a TnA game and subtracted one point for making it so damn
hard to get muh soft core pr0n! ;). LIT is a short puzzle game. I was finished about 70 minutes in, and I probably won't play it
again for a long time, if ever. Since it's a puzzle game it suffers from a lack of replayability. The art style is good- and also the
reason I bought the game in the first place- the animations are smooth, and the puzzles aren't overly complicated but still feel
challenging enough to be entertaining. The four main mechanics work well to keep the game interesting but not absurdly
complicated. For 6 dollars the amount of content seems a little light, in my opinion, but I don't regret buying it. If you want to
play a game that will last about as long as a movie, and pay about as much as you would at a matinee, LIT is the game for you..
Disclaimer: i was provided a stream key for the game

UPDATE!: Even though its only a few days since launch they have already polished the gameplay by A LOT so there is no
longer animation tearing and the game feels alot more responsive. They have also fixed the translation bug and almost
everything is Translated. Forge / Storage doesnt appear to have been added yet.

So i did a 3 hour first look stream of the game which is now on my youtube ZoulsGaming which you can check out if you want
some pure unedited gameplay. This is a case where i wish there was a "meh" button. The main quirk people has is the UI not
being fully translated. Luckily they have said that they are working on that to get it fixed as soon as possible.

There is everything they promised. mutliple armor sets with different values, character creation including gender. a variety of
weapons all with different attacks and strengths / weaknesses. both PVP and PVE gameplay. The ability to pick up dropped
weapons and destructable armor. And a really nice artstyle. All of the things mentioned is IN THE GAME. Not to mention
quick response times from the devs who listen to the feedback people give them

BUT. The animation and hit detection is really really bad right now due to it being early access and the combat feels really
clunky. As soon as they fix that (which i know is no minor task) there is more than enough content in the game.

So buy the game if you wants to support the game and likes hack'n'slash combat, but while this is one of the more fleshed out
early access its STILL early access and there are some things which needs to be fixed.

My best bid would be come back 1 or 2 weeks after this review is posted and see how it works then.
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